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Patriot Software Partners with Stripe
Accounting customers can connect their Stripe account or onboard with Stripe
directly in Patriot's Accounting Software.

Isaac M. O'Bannon •  Oct. 27, 2023

Online accounting software provider Patriot Software has partnered with online
payments system Stripe to offer frictionless payment experiences for customers.
Under this partnership, Patriot Software accounting customers can now effortlessly
accept credit card payments on customer invoices, signi�cantly enhancing the
ef�ciency and convenience of their �nancial operations.

Patriot Software is widely known for simplifying accounting processes for American
businesses and their accountants. Stripe and Patriot Software are dedicated to
delivering user-friendly solutions that meet the needs of American businesses.

“We are excited to partner with Stripe to offer our customers a seamless invoicing
experience,” said Mike Streb, Product Manager at Patriot Software. “This integration
propels our mission to provide user-friendly and comprehensive accounting
solutions.”

Accounting customers can connect their Stripe account or onboard with Stripe
directly in Patriot’s Accounting Software. With Stripe, customers can invoice
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through Patriot Software’s accounting software and be paid instantly via credit card,
expediting the payment process and improving cash �ow.

Integrating Stripe allows users to access a uniform, secure, and transparent payment
and reconciliation experience, ensuring a user-friendly experience without extensive
training or technical expertise.
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